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EDITOR'S NOTE
HELENE PLEMMENOU

Dear Titans,
Myself and the Editors Team are incredibly proud to present you with the
fourth issue of The Titan Chronicles! This is a very special issue for us, as it is
dedicated to the celebration of the Greek Independence. Our hopes are that
you will enjoy every minute of this read and be inspired by the stories our
incredible contributors share.

I am very proud and grateful to every author of this issue, for contributing
some very inspiring pieces. Please keep e-mailing us your articles at
titanchronicles@haunv.edu.

Helene - Eleni

Meet the Languages & Cultures Club!
BY THE MEMBERS OF THE LANGUAGES & CULTURES CLUB

We are very happy to introduce you to the

fellow

"Languages and Cultures Club"! Given that our

environment,

university is made up of a multicultural and

university

diverse community, we thought this would be

welcome

the perfect space for us to all be together and

backgrounds who have unique stories to share

share

with us!

our

appreciation

of

languages

and

peers

in

a

friendly

while

as

a

and

accepting

also

promoting

our

diverse

institution.

We

individuals

from

all

cultural

cultures!

The

Specifically, the club aims to serve as a hub for

Papatheodorou

translation,

teaching,

Alexandra is passionate about translation and

whereby students who are passionate about

language learning. Alexandros is passionate

these subjects will be able to host and/or

about trips to exotic countries and trying out

participate in different events. These events

new cuisines.

interpretation,

and

club

was

founded
and

by

Alexandra

Alexandros

Kourtis.

will include seminars, workshops, meet ups,
speeches & interviews, trips & tours, study

If you are still not convinced as to why you should

groups and volunteering opportunities. The

join

ultimate goal of the club is to bondwith our

"Once I've used
everything I have for the
sacred matter of freedom,
I will run to the Greek
front and inspire them
with my death, for
freedom..."
Manto Mavrogenous,
1821

our

club,

you

can

e-mail

us

for

information at lanandculclub@hauniv.edu

further

The Greek Artists of the Independence
BY HELENE PLEMMENOU, ART CLUB PRESIDENT

NIKIFOROS LYTRAS was the son of a marble
sculptor in Tinos, whose love for art was
nearly as strong as his love for freedom. At
only

eighteen,

in

1860

Greece,

Lytras

travelled with his father to Athens where he
was accepted in what was later known as the
Athenian School of Fine Arts. There, he
studied painting among some of the most
prestigious

artists

of

the

19th

century,

including Ludwig Thiersch, Rafaello Ceccoli
and the Margaritis brothers. Soon, his talent
caught the eye of King Otto of Greece, who
paid for his transfer to the Royal Academy of
Fine

Arts

Athens

in

Munich.

Lytras

returned

to

in 1866 and taught in the most

esteemed academies for 38 years, during
which he created what would be some of the

"The Burning of the Turkish Flagship
by Kanaris in 1822" by Nikiforos Lytras

most important works of art in Greek history.

THEODOROS VRIZAKIS was born in Thebes in
1814

at

the

peak

of

the

Greek

War

of

Independence. His father was a warrior in the first
period of the War of Independence who was
murdered by Turkish troops in 1821. At the age of
eighteen, Vrizakis left to study art in Munich,
where he was accepted in the Royal Academy of
Fine

Arts.

He

spent

his

life

creating

works

depicting, almost exclusively, the Greek War of
Independence, the events of which he followed
closely. His esteemed teachers, among which were
great Philhellenes - Carl Wilhelm Von Heideck
and Peter Von Hess, regarded Vrizakis as one of
the greatest artists of his era. In 1878, Vrizakis died
in Munich after having lived to see Greece earn its
Independence,

donating

his

fortune

for

the

restoration of the Greek Orthodox church of
"Sotiros" (Savior) in Munich.

"Ελλάς Ευγνωμωνούσα" - "Thanking Hellas (Greece)"
by Theodoros Vrizakis

SISU, THE FINNISH ART OF COURAGE
BY GEORGIA FASILI

Sisu

is

originally

beyond capacity. Finns made use of the sisu

introduced to the world when in the autumn

in the Winter War by using their advantages

of

invading

of speed, guerilla tactics (a form of irregular

Finland. The Winter War between the USSR

warfare in which small groups of combatants

and Finland began on the 30th of November

use

1939 and it was widely acknowledged that the

sabotage, raid etc. to fight a larger traditional

Finns were outnumbered by Soviet soldiers

military) and economy of force to isolate

more than three times as many; the outcome

Soviet troops into smaller groups. Fighting

seemed devastating for the Finnish people. It

against all odds, Finland showed its sisu by

was then that the secret concept of sisu came

facing a challenge with no end in sight;

into action. Sisu is considered the art of inner

looking at sisu as a guiding ethos in life.

1939

a

the

Finnish

Soviet

concept

Union

was

military

tactics

including

ambushes,

strength, as an invisible and omnipresent
force for anyone growing up in Finland. The
term refers to a mix of courage, resilience,

References
Nyud, J. (2018). Sisu: The Finnish Art of Courage. Octopus
Publishing Group

grit, tenacity and perseverance; Sisu is an
action-oriented mindset: it comes into play
when you take on a challenge seemingly

"To the war to freedom..."
Captain Laskarina
Pinotsi-Bouboulina, 1821

WHO ARE WE
BY NATASHA S. SHARMA

March 8th was International Women's Day.

My own heroes? My life experiences? My

I was thinking how just some years ago,

thoughts?

women

one-

opinions? My political views? My strengths?

dimensional perspective where their role

My weaknesses? My likes and dislikes? My

revolved around being wives and mothers.

history?

were

seen

through

a

If someone were to ask a woman in the

You

My

ask

health

me

who

I

am?

I

am

a

woman

with

multidimensional.

revolve around household duties and being

multitudes of layers, sections, subsections,

a nurturer. But, now, the year is 2021 and I

compartments and categories. I am all these

as

and more because of women who pushed

woman

am

frequently

asked

this

am

My

1800's "Who are you", her answer would

a

I

conditions?

question: Who are you?

societies' one-dimensional perspective of

Well, my roles? I am a daughter, a partner, a

what a woman should be. The women who

worker, a friend, a colleague, a student, a

couldn't

researcher, a trainer, a writer, an artist.

anyway, the women who struggled, who

Again, who am I? How I express myself?

were silenced, who were disregarded and

What I do? My personality? My intelligence?

who were restricted. These women paved a

My skills? My characteristics? My values?

path crawling... so that, women like myself

My beliefs? My background? My role in

could walk, being a series of books who

society?

My

sexuality?
behaviors?

culture?

My
My

gender?
coping

My

do

more

than

that

but

tried

ethnicity?

My

define who I am. Some of them are still

routine?

My

fighting to create that pathway to walk on

mechanisms?

My

and to walk on stable ground too! These

My

needs? My patterns? My aspirations? My

women

are

goals? My own enemy?

grandmothers,

also
your

your
great

mothers,

your

grandmothers,

your aunts, your wives, your mentors, your
friends and even your daughters. They are
doing it every day, so that we can all be
parts of ourselves, openly, authentically and
confidently. So, to every woman out there,
Happy International Women's Day, you are
all complex, mulifaceted, enchanting and
admirable. I stand by you, I walk with you, I
support you and I salute you! Love,

Natasha

FREEDOM
BY MAX RENIERIS
“Freedom is a fragile thing and it's never

of freedom to us. How many of us would

more than one generation away from

be willing to make a sacrifice? How many

extinction. It is not ours by way of

Greeks would give up a cigarette break or a

inheritance; it must be fought for and

break from rioting in the streets? That's

defended constantly by each generation,

not

for it comes only once to a people.” -

traditions

Ronald Reagan

equally as guilty of passing the burden on

an

attitude
of

the

that

preserves

the

past.

Americans

are

to someone else, but as free peoples all
over the world know, freedom is not just a
On this Greek Independence Day, it is

right,

important that we recognize the Greek

responsibility to honor those who came

influence in shaping the American ideals

before and to thank God we do not have to

of freedom which stem from Athens. The

pay the same price they did to hand down

ideas

our

freedom. Most of us will not be asked to

founding fathers go all the way back to

give our lives to the cause of freedom, but

the great philosophers of Athens, the idea

we may have to give up some of our

of a Republic, or of democracy which in

comfort to make sure that the lessons of

almost no other place in the world was

the past are preserved.

that

shaped

the

minds

of

it

is

also

a

responsibility.

A

tried but in Greece. Greece took on all
these complex civic ideas and tested them
out through their city states from Athens
to Sparta, and their successes and failures
paved the way for America to found its
ideals

of

liberty

and

a

constitutional

republic; it all came through previous
generations of Greeks. The radical idea
that people should rule themselves, and
not be ruled is a very uniquely Greek
idea, but both Greeks and Americans have
lost what it means to be free. Their ideals
of freedom are gone. On this holiday of
Greek Independence Day, we must ask
ourselves, what has our generation done
to preserve freedom? I'd say it's pretty
sparse; right now many of us would not
give up our comfort or our status, let
alone our lives to preserve the ideal of
freedom like the people who came before
us. The Greek Independence fighters, the
American founders, and the generations
before us that fought the Nazis at their
shores. They sacrificed to pass the torch

"Exodus from Mesologgi, Greece in the form of
a woman in the remains" by Eugene de la Croix, 1826

30-DAY-SELF-CARE CHALLENGE!
BY ANNA ROMBOTIS, PSYCHOLOGY CLUB VICE PRESIDENT & TTC EDITOR

Given that we are celebrating Freedom and New

Join me in this 30-Day-Self-Care Challenge! This

Beginnings in this issue, I thought it would be

upcoming month, we are going to care for our

appropriate to be reminded of these wonderful

emotional,

themes each day of April! The many challenges

spiritual selves! I would love it if you could share

that we all have faced the past year have taken a

your progress with the Psychology Club or The

definite toll on our bodies. Let us try to relieve

Titan

the

@psychology_hau or @titanchronicles

weight

we

have

been

carrying

on

our

cognitive,

Chronicles

physical,

social

through

and

Instagram:

shoulders, by making time for ourselves through
small acts of self-care!

"In the shore, fish don't
live,
In the sand, flowers don't
live
The Souliotisses don't
live,
Without freedom"

The Souliotisses, the brave Greek women of Thesprotia who preferred jumping to their death with their infants to becoming slaves

CULTURAL HERITAGE: KNOWING ABOUT THE
PAST TO BETTER DEFINE THE FUTURE
BY ALZAHRAA ALHADDAD

“It is believed that the cultural heritage of one’s nation is like a tree, deeply engraved into
earth’s surface with roots extending ever so majestically to withstand the fluctuations and
hardships of time.”
“Heritage is the identity of a nation, for it comprises the critical features such as the
values, legacy, and ethics that a nation possesses.”
Technology and the freedom of movement has made us connected now more than ever. As
the world moves away from the isolation of its nations ever so rapidly, the danger of losing
our independent identities approaches us with even a greater momentum. For instance, the
European Union is often portrayed as one entity, yet one must not forget the polydimensional, authentic characteristics of each one of its multi-ethnic nations. Greece, being
one of Europe’s most ancient territories, has an endless surplus of cultural heritage
prospects, with antiquity extending to eons of astounding, well-documented history.
However, globalization keeps challenging Greece’s cultural individuality, especially within
the younger generations of society. To add further, re-introducing the youths of the
European society to their heritage is a challenge, which we ought to tackle efficiently. The
reason is, when young people learn about their cultural heritage, a stronger sense of
belonging is developed that encourages them to further participate in policy making and
leadership. With cities morphing into cosmopolitan constructs, it is now a necessity to
understand and emphasize the importance of the aforementioned matter. As a result, the
European Union has opened a dialogue encouraging countries all over the continent to
increase their cultural heritage engagement through the support of activities, programs,
funded projects, and councils. One of the aforementioned projects is 25 by 25; an Erasmus+
funded project aiming to support and encourage young people aged 15 to 21 years old to
increase their interaction with cultural activities and experiences. Each partner striving to
engage local youths, aged 15 to 21 years old, and vulnerable NEET (Not in Education,
Employment or Training), migrant youths of their society with an innovative, groundbreaking approach.
25 by 25 objectives can be demonstrated in increasing accessibility to existing cultural
heritage, extending the involvement of excluded youths in cultural heritage initiatives, and
instilling a strong message of 25 by 25 amongst youths and youth workers. The project will
develop a matrix of European cultural activities for youths to help them achieve the goal of
learning and developing their skills and knowledge through 25 meaningful cultural
experiences by the age of 25. It will also develop a place-based cultural curriculum
framework which will allow anyone to create a cultural learning module about their town
or city!
If you are interested in learning more about the project and its outputs or want to take part,
please contact us at:
Alzahraa Alhaddad | zhaddad@itml.gr
www.25by25project.com
https://www.itml.gr

A NEW START
BY PAMELA ASIEDU, TTC NASHUA REPRESENTATIVE

The cold nights of snow and ice are steadily giving
way to the warmth of the sun, rains, and blooming
flowers. It's the start of a new life cycle for plants, as
well as new experiences for you and I.
This spring reminds me of my new beginning in the
United

States,

enlightenment,

which

came

with

blessings,

a

bag

full

of

open-mindedness,

wonderful people, and cultural diversity, but not
without a very BIG cultural shock!
In my home country, it is customary to refer to
elders as "Maa" and "Daa," or "Aunty" and "Uncle," if
we want to sound more western. If an individual is
older, we never address them without a title. But wait
until you hear this! Since Americans tend to be
addressed by their first names, I was always jittery
when I needed to speak to someone older. Do you

Maria Panagiota Zarafopoula
Member & Spy of the Filiki Etairia , 1821

know what was worse after I finally call them or get
into a conversation? Look them in the eye! It’s the
American way to look a person in the eye during a
conversation, and age seems to be just a number
here. Back home, things aren't quite the same as it is
very impolite to look an elder in the eye when they
are listening or talking to you.
I recall giving a taxi driver in Nashua some dollars
with my left hand and then apologizing; she gave me
"the

look"

and

inquired

about

my

apology.

I

expressed my regret once more and explained why
and she appeared to be even more surprised than
before. If you ever visit Ghana, my motherland,
please do not give, receive, make a gesture, or wave
with your left hand for your own good. Using the left
hand is considered disrespectful in most Ghanaian
cultures,

and

the

offender

must

apologize

immediately.

Continued in the next page...

Despo Sehou
Sacrificed herself & her family
for freedom
Painting: Haido Sehou (niece)

Did you know that Americans are famous for their punctuality? 9 p.m. EST is not
synonymous to 9 p.m. GMT… Perplexed? So here, I do not mean Eastern Standard
Time and Greenwich Meridian Time as I'm facetiously referring to Exact Same Time
(EST) and Ghana Man's Time (GMT). Your Ghanaian guests would arrive after 6:30
p.m. if your party invitation stated 6 p.m. Ghanaians are accustomed to being late as
part of their culture. Surprising huh?
Did you happen to notice that bargaining is not a part of American culture? Pretty
weird, huh? Back home, buying and selling was a lot of fun. You never miss that feeling
of being at an ‘Osudoku’ auction, where both the buyer and seller exchange offers until
they reach an agreement. So, for your own good, do not accept the first price a seller
offers you on your next trip to Ghana. I won’t tell you why because it’s a little national
secret.
Again, back at home, no one just lights up a cigarette in public because an elder would
ask you to put it out right away, no matter how far away they were. My new beginning
began with the shock of seeing people smoking without remorse in public places.
Now, this is the breath-taking part! So baked beans is not an ingredient in an American
vegetable salad. Sad salad, huh!
…And tipping is expected at the restaurant. Yup! Tips are mandatory in the United
States. I may probably never understand this culture but it’s a new beginning for me
and as they say, “When in Rome, do as Romans do.”
Happy new beginning dear Titan! Do what the Americans do when you get to America.

"The Secret School"
by Nikolaos Gizis, 1885

MESSAGE FROM THE
NASHUA CAMPUS
BY DEAN MARTIN & LYDIA LAUZIER

STUDENT COUNCIL
WELCOMES NEW
MEMBER
The Student Council is proud to
welcome our newest member,
Eleonora Kouraki. She is our
freshman representative and will
be joining the Student Council for
the remainder of the semester. We
are so pleased and excited to have
her be part of our team!
AS TOLD BY ELEONORA
My name is Eleonora, I am a
freshman,
and
my
major
is
Psychology. By joining the Student
Council, I aim to assist our
community
to
become
more
active. Being a member gives me
the opportunity to help my fellow
students in every way possible. I
will be more than happy to
represent you and communicate
your ideas and suggestions for
improvement.

Nashua is welcoming the spring in typical
New England fashion. Last week the cold
temperature crept up to the 60s, even seeing
one 70 degree day. This week brought
temperatures below zero and as I write this,
snowflakes are stirring the beginnings of an
evening snowstorm, or as humorist Mark
Twain used to say about the weather in New
England, "If you don't like the weather - wait
a minute."
Even with all that, the sun is noticeably
higher, maple sugaring is in full swing, skiers
are getting in their last runs of the season,
and when the breezes calm, one can stretch
out on a bench at Boston's Esplanade and
absorb all that early spring light. Soon the
first crocuses will bloom and we'll be
thinking about a day at the seacoast beach
walking or sail to Star Island. Perhaps this
weekend, a hike up Mount Monadnock to
greet the first spring sunrise.
Wishing you all a happy spring from Nashua!

Dear Abby...
"I HATE GETTING OLD!
PLEASE HELP ME STOP
TIME!"
You can't stop time, but you can
enjoy the time you have! Make
sure you don't waste that time
worrying about it running out. As
our good 'ol boy, Ferris Bueler
says, "Life moves pretty fast. If you
don't stop to look around once in a
while, you could miss it".

"MY FAVORITE FACULTY
MEMBER IS LEAVING & I
DON'T KNOW WHAT I'M
SUPPOSED TO DO
WITHOUT THEIR HELP &
GUIDANCE"
I'm sure it feels like the end, but I
am certain this member of faculty
will be there for you, still. Not
everything is as final as it may
seem.

"I THINK I WANT TO
SWITCH MAJORS, BUT I
AM SCARED OF A
SETBACK. I HAVE
ALREADY INVESTED
ALMOST 2 YEARS..."
This isn't uncommon. Most
students switch majors before they
graduate. Speak to your advisor,
see what you can put towards your
new major. You'll be happier doing
what you're passionate about.

"I AM SO STRESSED OUT
WITH MIDTERMS & I
JUST WANT TO
RELAX... HOW CAN I DO
THAT?"
When studying, make sure you set
time aside for yourself. If you
spend all your time panicking, you
will get little done and everything
you do accomplish comes with too
much anxiety.

"HOW CAN A FRESHMAN
STUDENT ENGAGE WITH
HAUNIV'S SOCIAL MEDIA
CONTENT CREATION
STUDENTS' TEAM?"
Reach out to Abby (me), shoot me
an e-mail! Let's chat, anonymous.

"IS BEING A
PSYCHOLOGY MAJOR A
MISTAKE? ASKING
INTROSPECTIVELY"
*Sits back on chaise lounge, "Well
you know, it all started when I
decided to study psychology...* but
in all seriousness, discernment is
an important part in picking a
major/life path. Seriously, ask
yourself if this is what you want to
do and don't be afraid to ask
yourself these questions. You have
to be open to what you discover in
discernment. There's nothing
wrong with switching paths, just
ask yourself if this is something
you want to do... and be honest
with yourself.

"WHEN WILL I HAVE
MORE OPPORTUNITIES
TO SEE MY
CLASSMATES IN
PERSON? I'M BEGGING
TO GO CRAZY!"
Sadly, I can't legally give you the
answer, but you can find a balance
between caution and recklessness.
Maybe you won't be able to hit a
club in Gazi but maybe you can
meet for a freddo cappuccino in
the park. People are social animals,
never forget it.

"MY FRIENDS ARE MAKING
ME NERVOUS ABOUT
WORKING DURING THIS
PANDEMIC, BUT I HAVE
TO. I DON'T WANT TO GET
SICK BUT I NEED TO MAKE
MONEY!"
TELL YOUR FRIENDS THIS! I'm
assuming you're a college student,
meaning you're least likely to be
seriously affected from this virus,
and you still have to pay for
college. Work, wear your mask,
take your vitamins, and wash it
down with some whiskey... it's a
disinfectant, promise!
PS: Don't take this as medical
advice!

Dear Abby... what's next?

SUBMIT YOUR APRIL
"DEAR ABBY" QUESTIONS

Events
ART CLUB
ANCIENT GREEK ART:
POTTERY
FRI, MARCH 26TH 16:00
ANCIENT GREEK ART:
FRESCOES
GUEST: DR. KALLIOPI
KOUNDOURI
TUE, APRIL 13TH 20:30
MARKETING CLUB
JAPAN: A JOURNEY TO
JAPANESE BUSINESS
CULTURE & LUCKY PRIZE
GUEST: ERIC DROUART
DATE: APRIL 12TH, 20:00

HAU TALENT SHOW

HAU TOASTMASTERS
CLUB - APRIL EVENTS

IMPROVE YOUR PUBLIC SPEAKING &
LEADERSHIP SKILLS IN OPEN
EVENTS:
APRIL 14TH (19:00 GR)
APRIL 21ST (19:00 GR)
VIA ZOOM: 821 5977 6113
PASSCODE: HAU2020
SPECIAL WORKSHOP EVENT
"BUILDING YOUR THINKING POWER"
DATE: APRIL 9TH & 16TH AT 18:00
(GR)

DATE: APRIL 18TH 19:00PM
TO PARTICIPATE:
ARENIERIS@HAUNIV.EDU
PRIZES FOR 3 WINNERS!
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